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AS Level Geography
The ultimate package for preparing you to take the
PMP® exam Project management is one of the most
desired skills in today's IT marketplace and the
Project Management Professional (PMP) exam reflects
your level of proficiency and preparedness as a
project manager. This comprehensive study guide
features the Sybex test engine with two practice PMP
exams, electronic flashcards, two hours of audio
review, as well as two bonus Certified Associate in
Project Management (CAPM®) exams. The book
covers a wide-range of project management and
exam topics, concepts, and key terms. Not only does
this must-have resource reflect the very latest version
of the exam, it is written by popular project
management expert Kim Heldman, who is the author
of the six previous editions of this top-selling book.
Prepares you to take the Project Management
Professional (PMP) exam as well as the Certified
Associate in Project Management (CAPM) exam, both
offered by the Project Management Institute (PMI®)
Covers all exam topic areas plus a wide range of
project management processes, concepts, and key
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terms Uses real-world scenarios and How This Applies
to Your Current Project sidebars to fully illustrate
concepts Readers get access to invaluable study tools
with testing software, practice exams, electronic
flashcards, and over two hours of audio review PMP:
Project Management Professional Exam Study Guide,
Seventh Edition helps you prepare for the PMP exam
and also serves as an essential resource for becoming
a more astute project manager. (PMI, CAPM, PMP, and
Project Management Professional are registered
marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)

AQA Law for A2 Fifth Edition
Until now, those preparing to take the Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
examination were not afforded the luxury of studying
a single, easy-to-use manual. Written by ten subject
matter experts (SMEs) - all CISSPs - this test prep
book allows CISSP candidates to test their current
knowledge in each of the ten security doma

Cross-Examination: Science and
Techniques
A perfectly crafted prep guide that prepares you for
the MCSD70-483 The MCSD 70-483 exam is the entrylevel Microsoft certificationexam for C# developers
and this must-have resource offers essentialcoverage
of the exam that will test your competency in
C#programming. Each chapter covers one of the core
subject domainsthat comprise the exam. Among the
authors are experienced trainerswho advised
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Microsoft on the development of its
certificationprograms, affording them a unique
understanding of both theobjectives and what it takes
to master them. This invaluableknowledge is passed
to you so that you will not only be prepared totake
the exam, but also become a better C# developer
Features a step-by-step lab tutorial for each lesson
covered inthe book, encouraging you to practice what
you've just learned inorder to reinforce your learning
Includes an accompanying website that includes more
than 100simulated test questions and answers Shares
solutions to the hands-on labs presented in thebook
Contains complete sample code Offers a unique
author approach that not only teaches you howto
answer a set of exam questions but also provides you
with anunderstanding of the underlying concepts and
skills needed tosucceed as a professional C#
programmer MCSD Certification Toolkit is all you need
to fullyprepare for exam 70-483!

Neuromusculoskeletal Examination and
Assessment,A Handbook for Therapists
with PAGEBURST Access,4
Master internal audit knowledge elements for the CIA
exam Wiley CIAexcel Exam Review 2015: Part 3,
Internal Audit Knowledge Elements is a
comprehensive yet approachable reference that
prepares you for the third part of the Certified Internal
Auditor (CIA) examination. Brimming with essential
concepts and practice test questions, this test prep
resource is the most comprehensive of its kind on the
market. With each page you will explore key subject
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areas, including business processes, financial
accounting and finance, managerial accounting,
regulatory, legal, and economics, and information
technology. All of these subject areas are expertly
tied to the topic of internal audit knowledge elements,
and all ideas—both fundamental and complex—are
presented in an easy-to-read yet thorough manner.
Holding the designation of CIA will take your career to
the next level, as passing the CIA exam speaks
volumes about your professional skills and expertise.
Leveraging the right study materials when preparing
for the CIA exam is critical, as the topics that may be
covered on the test are many in number. This
resource presents these topics from a student's
perspective, providing the details you need to master
challenging concepts and practices. Access
comprehensive preparation materials for the third
part of the CIA exam Explore essential internal audit
knowledge elements, including key concepts and
practices Answer hundreds of practice test questions
to gauge your progress and focus your study sessions
Improve your proficiency, understanding, and
awareness of key concepts tested by the CIA
examination Wiley CIAexcel Exam Review 2015: Part
3, Internal Audit Knowledge Elements is an invaluable
resource for internal auditors, chief audit executives,
audit managers, and staff members who are pursuing
the CIA designation.

Flesh Foods, with Methods for Their
Chemical, Microscopical, and
Bacteriological Examination
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This book takes a novel approach to fundamental
neurology that bridges the gap between the
classroom and the patient encounter: it teaches
students and residents how to arrive at a presumptive
diagnosis in an efficient manner. Beginning with the
initial approach to the neurologic patient, the book
directs the reader in getting relevant information from
the history and neurologic examination. A NeurAxis
chart and a What Could the Problem Be? chapter help
the reader make sense of the history and examination
findings and quickly consider the diagnostic
possibilities. Case studies encourage readers to apply
this approach to real patients.

Postal Clerk and Carrier Exam Cram (473,
473-C, 460)
Colorful mnemonic cartoons and illustrations make it
fun and easy to remember key facts and nursing
concepts for the NCLEX-RN?® examination.

PMP: Project Management Professional
Exam Study Guide
The most up-to-date AQA A2 Law textbook - from the
number 1 A-Level Law author - that will prepare your
for your exams. This engaging and accessible
textbook provides complete coverage of the whole
AQA A2 specification. From the leading law author, it
is comprehensive, authoritative and updated with
important changes to the law. Now includes: - Fully
updated with the latest changes to criminal, tort and
contract law - Important and interesting cases and
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scenarios to highlight key points - Activities to
increase your students'understanding of more difficult
concepts - Examination practice, past-paper questions
and self-test questions to help your students prepare
for their exams

Mosby's Physical Examination Handbook
- E-Book
Considered a roadmap for getting polygraph evidence
admitted in court cases. Provides attorneys with ideal
formats to depose their experts when laying the
foundation for the admissibility of polygraph
examination results.

Wiley CIAexcel Exam Review 2015 Focus
Notes, Part 3
If you want to excel in the physical therapy field,
you’ll need to first master the art of manual muscle
testing. Written by a well-known PT expert, Muscle
and Sensory Testing, 3rd Edition provides you with
everything you need to effectively perform manual
muscle and sensory tests – all in one well-organized,
easy-to-follow resource. Chapters include an overview
of muscle strength assessment and detail precise
anatomic testing techniques for upper extremities,
lower extremities, and head, neck and trunk;
functional muscle tests; tests for mental status,
cranial nerves and superficial reflexes; and use of
observational gait analysis as a screening tool.
Photographs of testing procedures, line drawings of
various innervations, and video clips showing manual
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muscle testing procedures augment your
understanding of this important skill area. UNIQUE!
Video clips on the companion Evolve website
showcase techniques involving muscle tests,
handheld dynamometry, sensory and neurologic
testing, clinician and patient positioning, and force
application. Chapter 6: Techniques of Pediatric Muscle
Testing covers the different techniques for manual
infant muscle testing that help determine prognosis
and treatment. Consistent chapter layout and
organization by joint and muscle system allow you to
quickly and easily locate the information you need.
Instructions for performing hand-held dynamometry
of major trunk and extremity muscles are clear and
concise to ease your comprehension. Chapter on
functional muscle testing demonstrates positioning,
examiner instructions, and expected response for
patients of all ages. Detailed neurologic exam
instructions with photos help you perform accurate
screening and interpret exam results. Coverage of
techniques such as gravity-resisted testing and
gravity-eliminated testing clearly shows you how to
perform alternative methods of manual muscle
testing. Hundreds of photos and illustrations
demonstrate various techniques and landmarks to
give you a clear understanding of positioning,
stabilization, and common substitutions. Clinical notes
highlight useful information about particular
symptoms or conditions that you may encounter in
practice. Case vignettes challenge you to apply your
knowledge to real-world situations and think
creatively about clinical problems. Overview of normal
gait cycle serves as a resource for identifying gait
deviations and associated muscle weaknesses.
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Evaluation of current research methods addresses the
validity, reliability, and limitations of muscle testing
techniques. Companion Evolve website contains
additional, up-to-date information on this topic, such
as pediatric data on the hand-held dynamometer.

Bates' Guide to Physical Examination and
History Taking
No other book offers a complete guide to chiropractic
adjustive techniques! Chiropractic Technique, 3rd
Edition makes it easy to understand essential
procedures and provides a rationale for their use.
Written by Thomas F. Bergmann, DC, FICC, and David
H. Peterson, DC, and backed by the latest research
studies, this bestseller describes the basic principles
needed to evaluate, select, and apply specific
adjustive procedures. With a review of chiropractic
history, detailed descriptions of joint examination and
adjustive techniques for the spine, pelvis, and
extremities, and a companion Evolve website with
how-to videos, this book is a must-have reference for
students and clinicians. Offers over 700 photos and
line drawings depicting the correct way to set up and
perform adjustive procedures, clarifying concepts,
and showing important spinal and muscle anatomy.
Includes up-to-date research studies and methods for
validating manual therapy. Discusses mechanical
principles so you can determine not only which
adjustive procedure to use and when, but also why
you should choose one approach over another.
Organizes content thematically with a discussion of
practical anatomy, kinematics, evaluation, and
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technique for each joint. Covers anatomy and
biomechanics in detail, along with adjustive
techniques for the spine, extraspinal techniques, and
additional techniques for special populations, helping
you fully prepare for board examinations. Covers the
manipulable lesion as a basis for treating disorders
with manual therapy, including chiropractic
techniques. Includes content on low-force techniques
to help you treat elderly patients and patients who
are in acute pain. Includes useful appendices with
clinical information as well as interesting historical
information, including a feature on practitioners who
developed specific techniques. NEW Evolve website
with video clips of the author performing all the
adjustive procedures in the book. Updated and
expanded content covers new information on joint
anatomy and assessment including Newton's laws
and fibrocartilage, joint malposition, joint subluxation,
history of subluxation/dysfunction, and sacroiliac
articulation. A procedure index printed on the inside
of the front cover makes it easier to find specific
procedures.

Art of Advocacy Series: Direct
Examination
"Covers the PMBOK fifth edition and 2013
exam"--Cover.

Forensic Anthropology
CompTIA® Security+ Exam Cram, Fourth Edition, is
the perfect study guide to help you pass CompTIA’s
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newly updated version of the Security+ exam. It
provides coverage and practice questions for every
exam topic. The book contains a set of 200 questions
in two full practice exams. The CD-ROM contains the
powerful Pearson IT Certification Practice Test engine
that provides real-time practice and feedback with all
the questions so you can simulate the exam. Covers
the critical information you need to know to score
higher on your Security+ exam! --Categorize types of
attacks, threats, and risks to your systems --Secure
devices, communications, and network infrastructure
-- Troubleshoot issues related to networking
components -- Effectively manage risks associated
with a global business environment -- Differentiate
between control methods used to secure the physical
domain -- Identify solutions to secure hosts, data, and
applications -- Compare techniques to mitigate risks
in static environments -- Determine relevant access
control, authorization, and authentication procedures
-- Select appropriate mitigation techniques in
response to attacks and vulnerabilities -- Apply
principles of cryptography and effectively deploy
related solutions --Implement security practices from
both a technical and an organizational standpoint

Examination and Cross-examination of
Experts in Forensic Psychophysiology
Using the Polygraph
The 6th edition continues to serve all medical
students with a clear explanation of clinical
examination.
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Student Laboratory Manual for Seidel's
Guide to Physical Examination - E-Book
Take charge of your learning with this comprehensive
lab manual and student workbook. Activities and
resources include learning objectives, chapter
reviews, multiple-choice questions, terminology
reviews, application activities, case studies, and
critical thinking questions. Answers at the back
facilitate both learning and review. The 8th edition
features a new two-color design and offers expanded
application activities and more of an emphasis on
evidence-based practice. Learning objectives. Chapter
overviews. Multiple-choice questions. Terminology
reviews. Application activities. Case studies. Critical
thinking questions. Answers included in back of
manual.

NCLEX-PN Exam Prep
Anyone with an interest in working for the US Post
Office as a clerk or a mail carrier must take either the
473-C city carrier exam, the 473 retail clerk exam, or
the 460 rural carrier exam (which has not changed).
Those candidates who receive a 95% or higher score
are interviewed first; those with scores lowers than
90% aren't often interviewed at all, making these
exams extremely competitive. The Postal Clerk and
Carrier Exam Cram, Second Edition, is a concise
review guide that can help you score higher on the
postal clerk and carrier exams and eliminate some of
the competition. The new edition covers all of the
exam topics from the USPS, including new topics like
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Address Coding, Forms Completion, and Personal
Characteristics and Experience Inventory. These
topics replaced number series, memory for addresses,
and oral instructions. The Exam Cram also provides
exam alerts, strategies, tips, a practice exam on each
topic and four full practice exams covering all the
topics. The Cram Sheet tear card provides facts for
last minute review. Study your way to a higher score
with the Postal Clerk and Carrier Exam Cram, Second
Edition.

Peripheral Vascular Disease
This is the eBook version of the print title. The eBook
edition does not provide access to the test engine
that accompanies the print book. Score Higher on the
NCLEX-PN® Exam! We provide you with the proven
study tools and expert insight that will help you score
higher on your exam www.pearsonITcertification.com
Study Tips like the advice and instruction that a
personal tutor might provide Notes, Tips, and
Cautions provide you with hints and strategies that
will help you reduce your mistakes on the exam
Comprehensive discussion of all subject areas
covered on the NCLEX-PN® Exam Practice Questions
that include detailed explanations of correct and
incorrect answers–so you can learn the material from
your success and mistakes COMPREHENSIVE!
Succeed with comprehensive learning and practice
tests Master the NCLEX-PN® exam materials in all
tested subject areas Prepare with four comprehensive
practice tests Analyze your test readiness and areas
for further study with topic-focused chapter tests
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Learn important test-taking strategies to maximize
your score and diminish your anxiety Pearson IT
Certification Practice Test minimum system
requirements: Windows XP (SP3), Windows Vista
(SP2), Windows 7, or Windows 8 Professional;
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Client; Pentium class
1GHz processor (or equivalent); 512 MB RAM; 650 MB
hard disk space plus 50 MB for each downloaded
practice exam ; access to the Internet to register and
download xam databases NCLEX-RN® and NCLEXPN® are registered trademarks of the National
Council of State Boards of Nursing, Inc. (NCSBN),
which does not sponsor or endorse this product.

GCSE Citizenship Studies: GCSE
Citizenship Exam Techniques
Psychological Examining in the United
States Army
Now in its fourth edition, this core textbook continues
to provide a comprehensive, systematic guide to the
examination and assessment of patients with
neuromusculoskeletal dysfunction. The new edition
continues with Nicola Petty at the helm but she is now
joined by a reputable team of specialized clinicians
and academics who have contributed to individual
chapters. Neuromusculoskeletal Examination and
Assessment focuses on the development of technical
and clinical reasoning skills involved in differential
diagnosis of joint, nerve and muscle tissues. It is
designed for physiotherapy/manual therapy students
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and their teachers but is also ideal for those in the
first years of their practice as an educational support
for patient care. Provides a logical approach to patient
examination to enhance clinical reasoning Presents
key concepts of leading therapists and researchers in
the field of manual therapy Emphasizes a patientcentred approach Templated step-by-step sequence
of illustrations and text creates an accessible tool for
use in teaching and practice New 2-colour drawings
and photographs visually demonstrate techniques

Wiley CIAexcel Exam Review 2015, Part 3
Rev. ed. of: Neuromusculoskeletal examination and
assessment / Nicola J. Petty, Ann P. Moore. 1998.

MCSD Certification Toolkit (Exam 70-483)
Using a variety of direct examinations from actual
trials, this work analyzes: establishing loss of future
earnings in work injury, medical malpractice, and
products liability cases; keeping injury focused on
impact of injury on plaintiff's life; establishing
credibility of experts; controlling flow of questions and
answers; providing liability by circumstantial
evidence; and much more. First published in 1981. 1
Volume; updated with revisions.

Memoirs of the National Academy of
Sciences
This work aims to combine comprehensive coverage
of the full range of topics with a flexible approach to
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learning. It covers basic geographical skills and offers
help with revision and exam techniques.

PMP
With more than 1,000 high-quality radiographs and
illustrations, this bestselling book visually
demonstrates the basic principles of oral and
maxillofacial radiology as well as effective clinical
application. You’ll be able to diagnose and treat
patients effectively with the coverage of imaging
techniques, including specialized techniques such as
MRI and CT, and the comprehensive discussion of the
radiographic interpretation of pathology. The book
also covers radiation physics, radiation biology, and
radiation safety and protection — helping you provide
state-of-the-art care! A consistent format makes it
easy to follow and comprehend clinical material on
each pathologic condition, including a definition,
synonyms, clinical features, radiographic features,
differential diagnosis, and management/treatment.
Updated photos show new equipment and
radiographs in the areas of intraoral radiographs,
normal radiographic anatomy, panoramic imaging,
and advanced imaging. Updated Digital Imaging
chapter expands coverage of PSP plates and its use in
cephalometric and panoramic imaging, examining the
larger latitudes of photostimulable phosphor
receptors and their linear response to the five orders
of magnitude of x-ray exposure. Updated Guidelines
for Prescribing Dental Radiographs chapter includes
the latest ADA guidelines, and also discusses the
European Guidelines. Updated information on
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radiographic manifestations of diseases in the
orofacial region includes the latest data on etiology
and diagnosis, with an emphasis on advanced
imaging. Expert contributors include many authors
with worldwide reputations. Cone Beam Computed
Tomography chapter covers machines, the imaging
process, and typical clinical applications of cone-beam
imaging, with examples of examinations made from
scans. Evolve website adds more coverage of cases,
with more examples of specific issues.

Clinical Examination
"Abela (cardiology, Michigan State University)
provides guidelines for recognizing and treating all
types of peripheral vascular disease (PVD), combining
a multidisciplinary perspective with information on
the latest developments. Early chapters cover
anatomy, etiology, and symptoms, and later chapters
detail treatment with drugs, exercise, and
anticoagulants. Diagnostic chapters describe various
methods for testing and imaging, and surgical
chapters outline pre-and post- operative management
and look at stent grafts for various conditions. Final
chapters describe technical training requirements for
practice and credentialing, and address billing and
coding issues. B&w medical images and surgical
photos are included. Annotation: 2004 Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com)"--[source
inconnue].

Neuromusculoskeletal Examination and
Assessment E-Book
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Organized by body region, each chapter begins with a
review of anatomy and biomechanics; proceeds
through clinical evaluation, pathologies, and related
special tests; and concludes with a discussion of onfield or initial management of specific injuries

GCSE Citizenship Studies for AQA
Be prepared in any clinical setting with this portable,
full-color, illustrated guide. Key information includes
differential diagnosis tips, pediatric variations, sample
documentation, and other helpful assessment data for
quick reference. Separate chapters cover age-specific
exams for infants, children, and adolescents, the
healthy female evaluation, and reporting and
documenting findings. The two-column format
featuring Exam Techniques, Expected Findings, and
Unexpected Findings provides quick and reliable
reference to key exam steps. Over 250 full-color
figures depicting anatomy and physiology, exam
procedures, and normal and abnormal findings offer a
visual guide to performing exams. Documentation
examples promote concise yet thorough patient
charting for each system exam. Aids to Differential
Diagnosis Tables summarize distinguishing
characteristics of abnormalities, making it easier to
identify patients’ symptoms. Lists of the equipment
required in preparation for each system exam
facilitate efficiency in the practice setting. Colorcoded tables highlight pediatric variations and
provide quick-reference coverage of developmental
considerations specific to pediatric patients. Updates
throughout reflect the latest research and evidencePage 18/29
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based practice findings on all aspects of the physical
exam. New content on electronic charting reflects the
shift to electronic medical records in clinical practice
and offers a current resource on what and how to
chart. An updated drug table provides a list of
physical findings potentially related to common
classes of drugs.

Chiropractic Technique - E-Book
This text offers comprehensive exam advice to help
students prepare effectively for the exam.

NCLEX-RN Exam
CPH Exam Quick Reference Review, Second Edition is
a comprehensive study guide that will thoroughly
prepare you for the new Certification in Public Health
Exam. In seven chapters, you'll get a thorough review
of each of the core competencies as recommended by
the Association of Schools of Public Health (ASPH) as
well as tips, test-taking skills, recommended
resources, and 200 practice test multiple choice
questions accessible online.

Comprehensive Medical Assisting Exam
Review: Preparation for the CMA, RMA
and CMAS Exams
Presents step-by-step instructions for physical
examination techniques along with information on
taking the patient history.
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Clinical Methods
Prepare for success on respiratory therapy
credentialing exams! Updated to reflect the 2009
National Board of Respiratory Care (NBRC) content
outlines, Sills' The Comprehensive Respiratory
Therapist's Exam Review, 5th Edition helps you
review for both entry and advanced level
credentialing exams. It covers every testable subject,
providing content review, self-assessment questions,
and study hints. This title includes additional digital
media when purchased in print format. For this digital
book edition, media content is not included. Unique!
Exam Hint boxes point out subjects that are
frequently tested, helping you study, plan your time,
and improve your test-taking skills. Self-study
questions are included at the end of each chapter,
accompanied by answers and rationales in the back of
the book. Complexity level codes (recall, application,
and analysis) help you prepare for questions in the
way that is most appropriate (e.g., memorization for
recall or synthesis for analysis). NBRC content outline
coding provides a code for each topic so you can be
sure that you have covered every topic that might
appear on the exam. CRT and RRT level codes speed
your review by identifying the individual topics for the
CRT and RRT exams, as well as topics for both. One
text now covers both the entry and advanced levels
of Respiratory Therapists credentialing exams, so you
need only one book to prepare for CRT and RRT
credentials. Updated content reflects the NBRC's new
examination content outlines, so you get an accurate,
current review. New coverage includes subject areas
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such as CPAP/BiPAP titration during sleep,
hemodynamic monitoring, hyperinflation therapy,
laryngeal mask airway, high frequency ventilation,
oxygen titration, thoracentesis, ultrasound, and
ventilator-associated pneumonia protocols.

The Comprehensive Respiratory
Therapist Exam Review - E-Book
Oral Radiology - E-Book
Brief, efficient, effective review for the CIA exam Part
3 Wiley CIAexcel Exam Review 2015 Focus Notes, Part
3 provides a concise distillation of the vast amount of
material covered on Part 3 of the CIA exam. With an
overall focus on Internal Audit Knowledge Elements,
this book gives you a simple, complete breakdown of
the essential information you need to know. The
information is presented in a clear, easy-to-read style,
and organized for easy navigation so you can study
anytime, anywhere. Polish up your skills and top off
your understanding as you quickly run through the
key points tested on the exam, and discover any
areas that may be in need of further review. Learn
where you're strong and where you're weak, so you
can target your study time efficiently to give yourself
the very best chance of passing the first time around.
The Certified Internal Auditor exam is intended to
measure the knowledge, skills, and competencies
required in the field. As such, it covers a tremendous
amount of material and demands a high level of
commitment. This study guide helps you organize
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your thoughts, understand your level of knowledge,
and get to where you need to be for exam day.
Review a concise breakdown of Part 3 of the CIA
exam Master the key knowledge, skills, and abilities
Test your understanding to uncover your weak points
Gain a comprehensive understanding of the internal
auditing profession The CIA exam tests your
awareness, understanding, and proficiency of the
myriad concepts, tasks, practices, and duties an
internal auditor must master. The Wiley CIAexcel
Exam Review 2015 Focus Notes, Part 3 is an
invaluable companion for the savvy CIA exam
candidate.

PMP Project Management Professional
Exam Deluxe Study Guide
Prepare your students for the CMA, RMA, or CMAS
certification examinations with COMPREHENSIVE
MEDICAL ASSISTING EXAM REVIEW, Third Edition. The
book includes test information and preparation
sections, review content on general, administrative,
and clinical topics, and pre- and post-test exams for
each test type. The new edition conforms to the latest
content outlines from the AAMA and AMT. The
accompanying CD-ROM includes over 1,600 questions
and is fully customizable for individual study needs.
Delmar is a part of Cengage Learning. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

CPH Exam
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A guide to the techniques and analysis of clinical
data. Each of the seventeen sections begins with a
drawing and biographical sketch of a seminal
contributor to the discipline. After an introduction and
historical survey of clinical methods, the next fifteen
sections are organized by body system. Each contains
clinical data items from the history, physical
examination, and laboratory investigations that are
generally included in a comprehensive patient
evaluation. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR

Muscle and Sensory Testing - E-Book
The Total CISSP Exam Prep Book
Forensic Anthropology: Current Methods and
Practice—winner of a 2015 Textbook Excellence
Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors
Association—approaches forensic anthropology
through an innovative style using current practices
and real case studies drawn from the varied
experiences, backgrounds, and practices of working
forensic anthropologists. This text guides the reader
through all aspects of human remains recovery and
forensic anthropological analysis, presenting
principles at a level that is appropriate for those new
to the field, while at the same time incorporating
evolutionary, biomechanical, and other theoretical
foundations for the features and phenomena
encountered in forensic anthropological casework.
Attention is focused primarily on the most recent and
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scientifically valid applications commonly employed
by working forensic anthropologists. Readers will
therefore learn about innovative techniques in the
discipline, and aspiring practitioners will be prepared
by understanding the necessary background needed
to work in the field today. Instructors and students
will find Forensic Anthropology: Current Methods and
Practice comprehensive, practical, and relevant to the
modern discipline of forensic anthropology. Winner of
a 2015 Most Promising New Textbook Award from the
Text and Academic Authors Association Focuses on
modern methods, recent advances in research and
technology, and current challenges in the science of
forensic anthropology Addresses issues of
international relevance such as the role of forensic
anthropology in mass disaster response and human
rights investigations Includes chapter summaries,
topicoriented case studies, keywords, and reflective
questions to increase active student learning

CompTIA Security+ SY0-401 Exam Cram
Whether you're a current project manager seeking to
validate the skills and knowledge acquired through
years of practical experience or a newcomer to the
PM field looking to strengthen your resume, the PMP®
certification from the Project Management Institute
(PMI®) provides you with the means to do so. This
updated edition of the best-selling PMP®: Project
Management Professional Study Guide was developed
to help you prepare for this challenging exam, and
includes additional study tools designed to reinforce
understanding of critical subject areas. Key Topics
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Include: Project Initiation. Determining project goals,
identifying constraints and assumptions, defining
strategies, producing documentation. Project
Planning. Refining a project, creating a WBS,
developing a resource management plan, establishing
controls, obtaining approval. Project Execution.
Committing and implementing resources, managing
and communicating progress, implementing quality
assurance procedures. Project Control. Measuring
Performance, taking corrective action, ensuring
compliance, reassessing control plans, responding to
risk event triggers. Project Closing. Documenting
lessons learned, facilitating closure, preserving
records and tools, releasing resources. Professional
Responsibility. Ensuring integrity, contributing to
knowledge base, balancing stakeholder interests,
respecting differences. Note:CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file. (PMI, PMP and Project Management
Professional are registered marks of the Project
Management Institute, Inc.)

PMP Exam Cram
Written by the Chair of Examiners for a major exam
board, GCSE Citizenship Studies Britain offers a 15
week guided revision programme for students of all
abilities studying the new GCSE Citizenship Studies
course.

PMP: Project Management Professional
Study Guide
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PMP Exam Cram, Fourth Edition, is the perfect study
guide to help you pass the 2009 PMP Exam. It
provides coverage and practice questions for every
exam topic. The book contains an extensive set of
preparation tools such as quizzes and Exam Alerts.
Covers the critical information you’ll need to know to
score higher on your exam! Approach the project
management process from PMI’s views on project
management Understand the project management
framework Properly initiate projects Understand the
project planning process Complete the planned
project work Monitor project work and make
necessary changes Close projects Follow PMI’s
professional responsibility standards

Clinical Neurology
In Cross-Examination: Science and Techniques,
Second Edition, Larry Pozner and Roger Dodd
continue their outstanding tradition of helping
attorneys conduct commanding cross-examinations.
The second edition offers deeper analysis of crossexamination methods, with more integration and
interrelationship of techniques and principles. In
analyzing thousands of new trial experiences, they
present efficient techniques to confront the
challenges of evolving admissibility standards and
electronic discovery, and ultimately, help attorneys
develop cross-examination skills that are critical to
trial success. Inside you'll find valuable advice on how
to: • Use opponents' objections as the springboard for
deeper and broader cross-examinations. • Sequence
cross-examination to teach the theory of the case in
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the best way, and to literally expand the rules of
admissibility. • Use "loops" (the practice of
incorporating and repeating key phrases and terms in
successive questions to the witness) to rename
witnesses and exhibits. • Use "double loops" to
discredit opposing expert witnesses. • Use voir dire to
create great jurors • Use a fact-driven investigation to
develop a winning theory • Use a witness's own words
to follow your theme and theory • Control the
runaway witness • Communicate winning theories in
opening, cross, and closing • Use loops to box in the
witness • Use tactical sequencing to create the most
powerful cross • Convert a witness's silence into
admission of fact • Induce the witness to voice your
pre-selected words • Prepare for devastating
impeachment • Close off any escape routes for the
witness • Punish the evasive or "I don't know" witness
• Control the crying witness • Use timing, posture,
inflection, diction, wording, eye contact, and other
effects to emphasize a witness's concession Effective
cross-examination is a science with established
guidelines, identifiable techniques, and definable
methods. Attorneys can learn how to control the
outcome with careful preparation, calculated strategy,
effective skills, and a disciplined demeanor. Pozner
and Dodd's treatise remains the definitive guide to
preparing killer cross-examinations, only from
LexisNexis.

Examination of Orthopedic & Athletic
Injuries
Thorough PMP exam prep with plenty of hands–on
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practice PMP Project Management Professional Exam
Deluxe Study Guide is your all–in–one preparation
toolkit for the premier project management
certification. Updated to cover the latest PMBOK and
PMP exam, this book contains detailed discussion on a
wide range of project management topics, concepts,
and key terms, providing full coverage of all exam
material. Each chapter includes hands–on exercises
based on real–world scenarios, and sidebars that
explain how the information presented applies to your
current project. Comprehensive review questions
allow you to assess your level of understanding, so
you can pinpoint and strengthen weak areas before
exam day. The online learning environment features
electronic flashcards, additional practice questions,
over two hours of audio instruction and review, plus
two bonus CAPM exams that give you a glimpse of
what you can expect when you prepare for the
Certified Associate in Project Management
certification. Gain confidence with Sybex: Get up to
speed on 100% of the exam outline Apply the
material to your current project Test your skills with
leading edge prep software Get a feel for test day
with two bonus practice exams If you′re ready to
showcase your abilities and move to the next level of
your career, PMP Project Management Professional
Exam Deluxe Study Guide is the exam prep
companion you need to succeed.
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